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Introducing a new way to access all of the advantages of
digital dictation for one low, regular monthly fee
Oyez Cloud Speech gives you access to a future-proof digital
dictation system without the need for a heavy investment upfront.
Our innovative dictation package provides you with all of the features
and functionality that you require but with no worries about escalating
maintenance costs or the risks associated with changing suppliers.
Our user licences are as low as £7.99 per month; that's less than £1.85
per week for continual access to the very latest in dictation
technology. Oyez Cloud Speech can be fully integrated to your
schedule in only a few hours. It's a solution that won't break your
budget but delivers smooth implementation and a real, measurable
increase in productivity from day one.

Easy

Secure

24-month

12-month

Comprehensive dictation system
Unlimited dictation quantity
Mobile licence + App
Free installation + set-up
Free user training
Free software updates
On-going help-desk support
1-month satisfaction guarantee

Comprehensive dictation system
Unlimited dictation quantity
Mobile licence + App
Free installation + set-up
Free user training
Free software updates
On-going help-desk support
1 month satisfaction guarantee

All included in one low, monthly fee of only

All included in one low, monthly fee of only

£7.99

£9.50

Per user, per month
Offer valid until 31st July 2017

100% money back

30 days

Cost-Efficient

Per user, per month
Offer valid until 31st July 2017

To show our confidence in Oyez Cloud Speech we are happy to
offer you a 30-day Money Back Satisfaction Guarantee.
This provides the time you need to measure the benefits without
any risk.

30 days guarantee
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CLOUD DICTATION
Everything you need for one low, transparent monthly fee.
08450 175517 (option 1) sales@oyez.co.uk

CLOUD: GREATER
FLEXIBILITY
& EFFICIENCY
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AUTHORS:
24/7
ACCESS

Using Cloud Speech offers your firm the

Cloud Speech allows you to easily

competitive edge by removing the need

compile, amend and transfer dictations

for a significant financial investment

from your desk, from home or when on

upfront.

the move.

Easy work sharing across all

Revisions or additions are quick and easy

departments

Intelligent routing to choice of typists

Access work from any location

Prioritise dictations according to urgency

Dictate, transcribe, administer and report

Record with speech mike, digital pocket

using any web-enabled device.

or smartphone.

SECURITY:
YOUR FILES
ARE SAFE

TYPISTS: MORE
EFFICIENT
WORK SHARING

Cloud Speech gives you all of the robust

Authors can prioritise dictations

security you would expect from the

according to urgency and route them

market leader in Cloud dictation

to one, or several, typists to ensure

technology.

efficient completion.

All files encrypted in real time

Status/Type of each file clearly identified

Protected by secure HTTPS transmission

Superior, high-definition sound quality

Backed up by PAS, ISO & PCI

Delivered dictations include required

accreditations

comments, amendments or

Disaster recovery built-in

attachments.

TECHNICAL:
LEAVE IT UP
TO US

MANAGERS: ONE
DASHBOARD,
TOTAL CONTROL

Cloud Speech makes little demand on

System administrators can identify and

your internal infrastructure and includes all

release dictation bottlenecks quickly

of the technical support you will require.

and easily add, remove or update users.

Updates happen automatically

Live updates & tracking of each dictation

Users work without disruption

Wide range of reporting tools

Includes on-going access to support

Flexible levels of system access

desk
We are very satisfied with the choice we made. Moving to the cloud has vastly decreased the pressure on our
internal infrastructure and users have found it very easy to operate. We have also benefited from significant cost
savings. You cannot argue with the advantages of getting a much better systems for less money.

Richard French, Partner Quality Solicitors Burton & Co

Any concerns that users may find it hard to adapt to the new system were elimitnated very quickly. Right from the
start everyone loved it. It's made our dictation/transcription so much more efficient that we don't know how we got
by without it. Jess Raebitt, IT Officer Ellis-Fermor & Negus
The flexibility that Cloud has offered us is unparalleled. Remote working is no longer a problem as the system is
now available to all users 24/7. In addition, information can now be easily shared across all of our branches,
whenever required. Simon Bullough, IS Manager Attwaters Jamerson Hill
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